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Forward Looking Statements 
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Certain statements in this presentation constitute forward-looking statements 

within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. 

These statements are related to forecasts of sales, market dynamics and 2014 

guidance update, capital expenditures, costs and savings associated with 

realignment activities, lead free developments and management goals and 

objectives. 

Watts cautions investors that any such forward-looking statements made by Watts 

are not guarantees of future performance.  All forward-looking statements are 

subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and contingencies, many that 

are beyond the control of Watts, which may cause actual results, performance or 

achievements to differ materially from anticipated future results, performance 

or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. 

Factors that might affect forward-looking statements include overall economic 

and business conditions, competitive factors, changes in laws affecting Watts, 

future acquisitions of material assets or businesses by Watts,  the demand for 

Watts’ products and services and other factors identified in Watts’ most recent 

Annual Report on Form 10-K and subsequent reports filed with the SEC. 
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AERCO Acquisition Summary 

AERCO is a standout market leader in high-efficiency commercial heating 

and hot water solutions in North America 

• Differentiated portfolio within the high-efficiency segment, offering 

customers a compelling value proposition and operating cost savings 

• Best-in-class margins and returns and highly attractive growth 

opportunities 

Strategically important adjacency that complements Watts’ strategic 

vision to expand back to the heat source and strengthen our solutions and 

systems offerings 

Right-sized opportunity to become a long-term growth platform for Watts 
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Transaction Highlights 

Watts is acquiring AERCO International (“AERCO”) from The Riverside Company for 

$264.5 million in cash, subject to customary working capital adjustments 

Trailing twelve month revenue and EBITDA of approximately $100 million and $24 

million(1), respectively 

Conservatively estimated annual pre-tax synergies of approximately $1 to 2 million 

in 2015 

Accretive to adjusted EPS, $0.18 to $0.23 per share in 2015, excluding one-time 

purchase accounting and transaction-related charges 

Acquisition to be financed with Watts’ existing $500 million credit facility 

Pro forma leverage of 2.7x total debt / EBITDA (1.4x net debt/ EBITDA) at 

transaction close, excluding synergies 

Transaction expected to close in Q4 2014 

 

 

(1) Based on AERCO internal financial statements as of September 30, 2014, including adjustments for certain non-recurring items 
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Business Mix(1) 

AERCO Overview 

Market leader in high efficiency commercial boilers and water heaters in North America 

Full suite of customer solutions from light commercial (<1.0 MBTU) to large commercial 

(~6.0 MBTU) 

Innovative technologies, differentiated products and proprietary processes that meet 

specific customer requirements 

Modern, efficient manufacturing facility with substantial capacity for growth 

Highly driven management team with average of 23 years of industry experience 

Benchmark Modulex EXT 

Esteem 

Boilers 

AM Series 

Water Heaters 

Innovation ReCon 

Indirect 
Fired 

Smart Plate 
Specialty 
Marine 

(1) 2014E revenue by product category, based on AERCO management estimates 

64% 
23% 

13% 

Aftermarket

Water 

Heaters Boilers
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AERCO Enables Watts to Leverage Its Core Products in the Boiler Room 

Expansion of Core Capabilities and Solutions 

Watts Distribution 

Manifolds 
Watts Hydronic Panels 

Watts Powers 

IntelliStation 
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Acquisition Rationale 

Complements 

Watts’ Strategic 

Objectives 

 Strategically important adjacency that allows Watts to extend its offering 

back to the heat source 

 Complements Watts’ vertical market focus: lodging, healthcare and education 

 Cross-sell opportunity to expand the target market for both Watts and AERCO 

 Strong potential for international growth 

 

Attractive 

Financial Profile 

That Strengthens 

Watts’ Metrics 

 Strengthens Watts’ margins and growth prospects  

 Strong cash flow combined with low capital intensity 

 Meaningfully accretive to EPS in year 1 

Culture of 

Innovation and 

Operational 

Excellence 

 Differentiated customer solutions and product capabilities 

 New manufacturing facility incorporating lean operating principles 

 Proven and experienced management team that is driving rapid growth and 

exceptional financial performance 

 

Opportunity to 

Create Platform 

in Attractive 

Market 

 Segment leader in high-efficiency market with strong value proposition 

 Leveraged to macro trends driving robust growth in high-efficiency energy 

applications 

 Foundation for further expansion of scale and breadth for Watts 

 




